
‘BLUE QUILT ‘
SPRING /SUMMER 22 COLLECTION

For this season's SS22 collection, Nicholas will explore the trans-Atlantic legacy of 
quilting within the American deep south and the development of black folk and blues 
both in the US & UK. 

TThe collection is inspired by iconic folk musicians Richie Havens and Jo Armatrading, 
whilst also looking at contemporary artists such as Michael Kiwanuka, Lianne La Havas 
and Sons Of Kemet for this season's sonic reference points. 

Nicholas has also been inspired by NYC contemporary quilt artist Michael Thorpe 
through his choice of colours, textures and cultural references points for this season. 

ContinuingContinuing the brand’s on-going artisinal story in Japan,  Nicholas calls on Japanese 
artisans to create a bespoke Tie-die pattern entitled Rokestu. Specialist Japanese fabrics 
appear in a mix of high-twist cotton woven checks and embroidery motifs, using old 
looms to develop unusual textiles which create texture and depth across the collection, 
contemporising traditional craft techniques.

BritishBritish and Irish mills continue to play a pivotal role in the brand’s development. 
Honouring Ireland’s rich textile history, Daley has developed a series of one-of-a-kind 
striped linen patterns in collaboration with a distinguished Wexford weaver, 
transforming the fabric into a series of styles. 

Illustrator Gaurab Thakali establishes a strong visual language for the SS22 collection 
creating 70’s folk music inspired artworks and ‘Blue Quilt’ typography, both in keeping 
with the seventies folk musical aesthetic featured across this seasons jersey range. 

SeSeventies silhouettes become a recurring theme throughout SS22 range whilst 
incorporating British fabrics across the made in England designs using a mixture of 
waxed cottons and drills for staple styles. 

The Embroidery Field Jacket adorned with a bespoke ‘Blue Quilt’ chain stitch 
embroidery patches using the customs artwork created by long term collaborator 
Gaurab Thakali. 

GarmentGarment tie-dyed vintage scarfs and jersey styles add colour to the range whilst 
referencing the psychedelic visuals from the 70’s folk era. 

New inclusion of jersey styles with bespoke woven jacquards and rib details punctuate 
the range and take direct reference from iconic musical characters from the folk blues 
world. These bolder palette choices are carried through in to the made in England hand 
knitted and crocheted items which add colour and character to this seasons collection. 




